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5.4.5 Capabilities of GPRS MS Modes of OperationClasses

The purpose of the definition of the GPRS MS modes of operationClasses is to enable the different needs of the various
market segments to be satisfied by a number of MS types with distinct capabilities (e.g., simultaneous use and number
of time-slots) .A means shall be provided to indicate the multi-slot capability and current configuration to the network
when necessary.

Three GPRS MS modes of operationclasses are identified:

NOTE 1:   The term simultaneous (attach, traffic, etc.) is the requirement to simultaneously support GSM GPRS
services and GSM circuit- switched services including SMS.

Class A: The MS is attached to both GPRS and other GSM services. The MS supports simultaneous attach,
simultaneous activation, simultaneous monitor, simultaneous invocation and simultaneous traffic.
The mobile user can make and/or receive calls on the two services simultaneously subject to the
QoS requirements.

A minimum of one time slot shall be available for each type of service (circuit- switched and
GPRS) when required.

Class B: Supports simultaneous attach, simultaneous activation and simultaneous monitor. Supports only
limited simultaneous invocation: GPRS virtual circuits (GPRS-activation) shall not be cleared
down due to invocation or traffic of circuit switched services, the status of the GPRS virtual
connection is then "busy or held". Simultaneous traffic shall not be supported. The mobile user
can make and/or receive calls on either of the two services sequentially but not simultaneously.
The selection of the appropriate service is performed automatically, i.e. an active GPRS virtual
connection is put on hold, if the user accepts an incoming circuit switched call or establishes an
outgoing circuit switched call.The MS is attached to both GPRS and other GSM services, but the
MS can only operate one set of services at a time. When the MS is in both idle mode and packet
idle mode it should be able to monitor paging channels for both circuit-switched and packet-
switched services depending on the mode of network operation.

At least one mode of network operation shall be defined so that when an MS is in both idle mode
and packet idle mode it shall be able to respond to paging for both circuit-switched and packet-
switched services. A mode of network operation where the network performs the paging for
circuit-switched and packet-switched services on different paging channels is also defined. In such
case an MS in both idle mode and packet idle mode should either attempt to listen to both paging
channels with priority for the circuit-switched service or revert to class-C mode of operation.

                             If in a mode of network operation the network performs both the paging for circuit-switched and
packet-switched services on the same paging channel, then the mobile station shall respond to
paging messages for both services.

                             There is no requirement for the MS to monitor the packet paging channel when in dedicated mode.

                             One mode of network operation shall be defined so that when an MS is engaged in packet data
transfer, it shall receive paging messages via the packet data channel without degradation of the
packet data transfer. Modes of network operation where paging for other GSM services is not
done via the packet data channel are also defined. In such cases an MS engaged in packet data
transfer may attempt to receive paging messages.

                             When responding to a paging message for other GSM services, the MS shall establish the
connection for that incoming service (i.e., enter dedicated mode) and suspend GPRS activity.
GPRS activity is resumed upon return to idle mode.

                             If paged for an incoming circuit-switched call, the MS shall indicate the presence of the call to the
user or user's application, and where possible provide to the user the CLI. It shall be possible for
the user (or the user's application) to decide how to proceed with an incoming call (e.g., accept the
call, indicate UDUB, or invoke Call Deflection).

NOTE 2:   Users should be aware that monitoring paging (in some modes of network operation), responding to
paging, alerting of circuit-switched service, or acceptance or establishment of a circuit-switched call
during an active GPRS connection may degrade the performance of the established GPRS connection
and, in some cases, may cause failures in an application using the GPRS connection (e.g., a file transfer
might be aborted due to a timeout of the application protocol).



NOTE:     User should be aware that the acceptance or the establishment of a circuit switched call during an active
GPRS virtual connection might cause problems or failures in an application using the GPRS virtual
connection. E.g. a file transfer might be aborted due to a timeout of the application protocol..

Class C: The MS is attached to either GPRS or other GSM servicesSupports only non-simultaneous attach.
Alternate use only. If both services (GPRS and Circuit Switched) are supported then a Class C MS
can make and/or receive calls only from the manually or default selected service, i.e., either GPRS
or Circuit Switched service. The status of the service which has not been selected is detached i.e.,
not reachable. The capability for GPRS-attached class-C MSs to receive and transmit SMS
messages is optional.

The network shall support SMS message reception and transmission for GPRS-attached class-C
MSs.

An MS may be reconfigured. E.g., a class A MS configured as 1 slot for circuit switched plus 1 slot for GPRS may be
reconfigured as a class C configured as 0 slots for circuit switched plus 2 slots for GPRS.

Non-voice only MSs do not have to (but may) support emergency calls.
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5.4.5 Capabilities of GPRS MS Modes of OperationClasses

The purpose of the definition of the GPRS MS modes of operationClasses is to enable the different needs of the various
market segments to be satisfied by a number of MS types with distinct capabilities (e.g., simultaneous use and number of
time-slots) .A means shall be provided to indicate the multi-slot capability and current configuration to the network
when necessary.

Three GPRS MS modes of operationclasses are identified:

NOTE 1:   The term simultaneous (attach, traffic, etc.) is the requirement to simultaneously support GSM GPRS
services and GSM circuit switched services including SMS.

Class A: The MS is attached to both GPRS and other GSM services. The MS supports simultaneous attach,
simultaneous activation, simultaneous monitor, simultaneous invocation and simultaneous traffic.
The mobile user can make and/or receive calls on the two services simultaneously subject to the
QoS requirements.

A minimum of one time slot shall be available for each type of service (circuit switched and GPRS)
when required.

Class B: Supports simultaneous attach, simultaneous activation and simultaneous monitor. Supports only
limited simultaneous invocation: GPRS virtual circuits (GPRS-activation) shall not be cleared
down due to invocation or traffic of circuit switched services, the status of the GPRS virtual
connection is then "busy or held". Simultaneous traffic shall not be supported. The mobile user can
make and/or receive calls on either of the two services sequentially but not simultaneously. The
selection of the appropriate service is performed automatically, i.e. an active GPRS virtual
connection is put on hold, if the user accepts an incoming circuit switched call or establishes an
outgoing circuit switched call.. The MS is attached to both GPRS and other GSM services, but the
MS can only operate one set of services at a time. When the MS is in both idle mode and packet
idle mode it should be able to monitor paging channels for both circuit-switched and packet-
switched services depending on the mode of network operation.

                             At least one mode of network operation shall be defined so that when an MS is in both idle mode
and packet idle mode it shall be able to respond to paging for both circuit-switched and packet-
switched services. A mode of network operation where the network performs the paging for circuit-
switched and packet-switched services on different paging channels is also defined. In such case an
MS in both idle mode and packet idle mode should either attempt to listen to both paging channels
with priority for the circuit-switched service or revert to class-C mode of operation.

                             If in a mode of network operation the network performs both the paging for circuit-switched and
packet-switched services on the same paging channel, then the mobile station shall respond to
paging messages for both services.

                             There is no requirement for the MS to monitor the packet paging channel when in dedicated mode.

                             One mode of network operation shall be defined so that when an MS is engaged in packet data
transfer, it shall receive paging messages via the packet data channel without degradation of the
packet data transfer. Modes of network operation where paging for other GSM services is not done
via the packet data channel are also defined. In such cases an MS engaged in packet data transfer
may  attempt to receive paging messages.

                             When responding to a paging message for other GSM services, the MS shall establish the
connection for that incoming service (i.e., enter dedicated mode) and suspend GPRS activity.
GPRS activity is resumed upon return to idle mode.

                             If paged for an incoming circuit-switched call, the MS shall indicate the presence of the call to the
user or user's application, and where possible provide to the user the CLI. It shall be possible for
the user (or the user's application) to decide how to proceed with an incoming call (e.g., accept the
call, indicate UDUB, or invoke Call Deflection).



NOTE 2:   Users should be aware that monitoring paging (in some modes of network operation), responding to
paging, alerting of circuit-switched service, or acceptance or establishment of a circuit-switched call
during an active GPRS connection may degrade the performance of the established GPRS connection and,
in some cases, may cause failures in an application using the GPRS connection (e.g., a file transfer might
be aborted due to a timeout of the application protocol).

NOTE:                 User should be aware that the acceptance or the establishment of a circuit switched call during an
active GPRS virtual connection might cause problems or failures in an application using the GPRS
virtual connection. E.g. a file transfer might be aborted due to a timeout of the application
protocol..

Class C: The MS is attached to either GPRS or other GSM servicesSupports only non-simultaneous attach.
Alternate use only. If both services (GPRS and Circuit Switched) are supported then a Class C MS
can make and/or receive calls only from the manually or default selected service, i.e., either GPRS
or Circuit Switched service. The status of the service which has not been selected is detached i.e.,
not reachable. The capability for GPRS-attached class-C MSs to receive and transmit SMS
messages is optional.

The network shall support SMS message reception and transmission for GPRS-attached class-C
MSs.

An MS may be reconfigured. E.g., a class A MS configured as 1 slot for circuit switched plus 1 slot for GPRS may be
reconfigured as a class C configured as 0 slots for circuit switched plus 2 slots for GPRS.

Non-voice only MSs do not have to (but may) support emergency calls.
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5.4.5 Capabilities of GPRS MS Modes of OperationClasses

The purpose of the definition of the GPRS MS Classes is to enable the different needs of the various market segments to
be satisfied by a number of MS types with distinct capabilities (e.g., simultaneous use and number of time-slots) .A
means shall be provided to indicate the multi-slot capability and current configuration to the network when necessary.

Three GPRS MS modes of operationclasses are identified:

NOTE 1:   The term simultaneous (attach, traffic, etc.) is the requirement to simultaneously support GSM GPRS
services and GSM circuit switched services including SMS.

Class A: The MS is attached to both GPRS and other GSM services. The MS supports simultaneous attach,
simultaneous activation, simultaneous monitor, simultaneous invocation and simultaneous traffic.
The mobile user can make and/or receive calls on the two services simultaneously subject to the
QoS requirements.

A minimum of one time slot shall be available for each type of service (circuit switched and GPRS)
when required.

Class B: Supports simultaneous attach, simultaneous activation and simultaneous monitor. Supports only
limited simultaneous invocation: GPRS virtual circuits (GPRS-activation) shall not be cleared
down due to invocation or traffic of circuit switched services, the status of the GPRS virtual
connection is then "busy or held". Simultaneous traffic shall not be supported. The mobile user can
make and/or receive calls on either of the two services sequentially but not simultaneously. The
selection of the appropriate service is performed automatically, i.e. an active GPRS virtual
connection is put on hold, if the user accepts an incoming circuit switched call or establishes an
outgoing circuit switched call.. The MS is attached to both GPRS and other GSM services, but the
MS can only operate one set of services at a time. When the MS is in both idle mode and packet
idle mode it should be able to monitor paging channels for both circuit-switched and packet-
switched services depending on the mode of network operation.

                             At least one mode of network operation shall be defined so that when an MS is in both idle mode
and packet idle mode it shall be able to respond to paging for both circuit-switched and packet-
switched services. A mode of network operation where the network performs the paging for circuit-
switched and packet-switched services on different paging channels is also defined. In such case an
MS in both idle mode and packet idle mode should either attempt to listen to both paging channels
with priority for the circuit-switched service or revert to class-C mode of operation.

                             If in a mode of network operation the network performs both the paging for circuit-switched and
packet-switched services on the same paging channel, then the mobile station shall respond to
paging messages for both services.

                             There is no requirement for the MS to monitor the packet paging channel when in dedicated mode.

                             One mode of network operation shall be defined so that when an MS is engaged in packet data
transfer, it shall receive paging messages via the packet data channel without degradation of the
packet data transfer. Modes of network operation where paging for other GSM services is not done
via the packet data channel are also defined. In such cases an MS engaged in packet data transfer
may attempt to receive paging messages.

                             When responding to a paging message for other GSM services, the MS shall establish the
connection for that incoming service (i.e., enter dedicated mode) and suspend GPRS activity.
GPRS activity is resumed upon return to idle mode.

                             If paged for an incoming circuit-switched call, the MS shall indicate the presence of the call to the
user or user's application, and where possible provide to the user the CLI. It shall be possible for
the user (or the user's application) to decide how to proceed with an incoming call (e.g., accept the
call, indicate UDUB, or invoke Call Deflection).
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NOTE 2:   Users should be aware that monitoring paging (in some modes of network operation), responding to
paging, alerting of circuit-switched service, or acceptance or establishment of a circuit-switched call
during an active GPRS connection may degrade the performance of the established GPRS connection and,
in some cases, may cause failures in an application using the GPRS connection (e.g., a file transfer might
be aborted due to a timeout of the application protocol).

NOTE:                 User should be aware that the acceptance or the establishment of a circuit switched call during an
active GPRS virtual connection might cause problems or failures in an application using the GPRS
virtual connection. E.g. a file transfer might be aborted due to a timeout of the application
protocol..

Class C: The MS is attached to either GPRS or other GSM servicesSupports only non-simultaneous attach.
Alternate use only. If both services (GPRS and Circuit Switched) are supported then a Class C MS
can make and/or receive calls only from the manually or default selected service, i.e., either GPRS
or Circuit Switched service. The status of the service which has not been selected is detached i.e.,
not reachable. The capability for GPRS-attached class-C MSs to receive and transmit SMS
messages is optional.

The network shall support SMS message reception and transmission for GPRS-attached class-C
MSs.

An MS may be reconfigured. E.g., a class A MS configured as 1 slot for circuit switched plus 1 slot for GPRS may be
reconfigured as a class C configured as 0 slots for circuit switched plus 2 slots for GPRS.

Non-voice only MSs do not have to (but may) support emergency calls.


